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daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 28/03/2008 :  18:04:12  

I've heard from two different sources about the possibility of there being a
"Dusty night" on American Idol. Anyone over the ocean heard anything
similar?

Carole x
"The days have come and gone since you were here..."

neilallenuk
I start counting

United Kingdom
32 Posts

Posted - 28/03/2008 :  18:07:45  

Hi Carole!

I hope this is true...imagine that exposure and publicity this might generate
for Dusty!!!! 

Neil

Hampson
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4703 Posts

Posted - 28/03/2008 :  20:50:19  

quote:

Originally posted by daydreamer

I've heard from two different sources about the possibility of there being a
"Dusty night" on American Idol. Anyone over the ocean heard anything
similar?

Carole x
"The days have come and gone since you were here..."

Wow, how are we ever going to contain Neil.

Wendy

boztiggs
Where am I going?

United Kingdom
3367 Posts

Posted - 28/03/2008 :  20:54:18    

well we have to find out, who lives in america? come on everyone over
there, do some looking for us. can you imagine, there is so much amazing
talent in this years american idol its untrue, i love the show and never miss
it. There are some REAL voices on there, i know that lot of people hate
these shows etc etc, i love singing, i love singers, so if there is a show full
of them someones gotta be good surely? I must stress though, this year is
exceptional. Please let this be true. 
the only clue ive got, is that in a series of X-factor over here, there was a
singer called rowetta, she had this huge tunnel of a voice, and simon cowell
was her mentor, and he chose YDHTSYLM for her to sing, cos he said he
wanted a fantastic song to showcase her voice. Sadly she murdered it, BUT
im wondering if simon is a dusty fan, and maybe he`s behind it, i do hope so
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neil

" Here in the gloom, of my lonely room, i hold his photograph and pray ill see
him soon oh-oh"

boztiggs
Where am I going?

United Kingdom
3367 Posts

Posted - 28/03/2008 :  20:55:30    

wendy you know me so well

neil

" Here in the gloom, of my lonely room, i hold his photograph and pray ill see
him soon oh-oh"

Sweetbaby
I’ll try anything

Canada
1466 Posts

Posted - 28/03/2008 :  22:01:51  

I have been watching AI regularly this season & would be amazed if they

had a Dusty night. However undeservedly Dusty just doesn't blip that loudly
on the radar of American popular consciousness. With the exception of the
Beatles AI only seems to devote entire episodes thematically to a single
artist when that artist appears on the show as mentor as with Diana Ross &
Barry Gibb & even though Dolly Parton is set to mentor the coming episode
the general concensus is that the theme will be country music in general.

The first episode of AI to go to the viewer vote this season was a 60s
themed show on which finalist Ramiele Malubay sang YDHTSYLM - if AI were
planning a Dusty night it's very poor planning to make her signature song
available for a prior show. Ramiele actually acquitted herself well on the
song - see for yourself at http://youtube.com/watch?v=c12aTkY4Tus but
hasn't distinguished herself since. I'm wondering if perhaps rumours of an AI
Dusty night might have been fed by a Village Voice article on AI dated
March 19 that contained the statement: "The judges should grant Ramiele
Malubay a special dispensation to let her only sing Dusty Springfield songs,
since she can't seem to make sense of anything else"!

paula
Moderator

USA
5012 Posts

Posted - 29/03/2008 :  02:52:28  

I don't watch American Idol but I think that they had a 60's female singer
episode last season in which there was a contestant that sang
YDHTSYLM...not very well I heard..why do they always pick one of the
most difficult songs? ..I don't know why I am not a fan of singing shows

since I love music so much..but I do enjoy watching the dance shows
(Dancing w/ the Stars) 

paula x

DustysBoy
Where am I going?

USA
2678 Posts

Posted - 29/03/2008 :  07:10:56        

I haven't heard anything....

I don't really watch the show either...but that would give a reason to
watch it..if they did that lol

There is a garden
Something like the shadow of a butterfly
And lies beyond the gates of dark and light
And darling, it belongs to me

allherfaces
Administrator

Posted - 29/03/2008 :  22:55:21    

Same for me!
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USA
14235 Posts

~"Don't forget about me now baby"
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